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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Stock markets are roughly 2% higher in Europe this morning, opening up
after Democrat Joe Biden claimed victory over the weekend in the US, ending months
of uncertainty that has been at the forefront of investors' minds. VIX trading its lowest
level in a month on Monday morning, just below $24.70.
Currencies: FX is quieter this morning, after the Dollar saw a week of losses last week
amidst the risk-on sentiment across global financial markets. Risk assets were boosted
all week as money flowed out of the world's reserve currency. GBP traders will
continue to watch the Brexit negotiations closely, the November 15th trade deal
deadline edging closer. The Pound traded its highest price in 2 months today on both
Dollar weakness and the BOE failing to introduce negative rates at last week's meeting.
Safe-havens: Gold saw gains last week, trading at $1,960 this morning and toward the
higher end of its circa 3-month range. Dollar weakness over the past week has helped
the precious metal higher, traders will now look to the size and timeline of any new
fiscal stimulus package in the US along with the remaining central bank meetings of
the year. Silver showed similar moves to gold last week, almost 1% higher this morning
and over 43% higher YTD. Yields in Germany remain near monthly lows with the
benchmark 10yr Bund yielding a negative 64 basis points. Bonds in the States are
calming down somewhat after a volatile week.

Markets could be set for a slightly quieter week, as uncertainty with
regard to the Presidential Election fades away and investors continue
to position for a Biden presidency. Headlines on this side of the
Atlantic may begin to focus on the intense late-stage Brexit
negotiations once more, and similarly on fluctuating Covid cases
across Europe and the US- who last week saw record highs of daily
new cases. Joe Biden will convene a 12-person Coronavirus task
force today to set out plans on how best to deal with the virus which
has already killed 243,000 Americans.
Q3 earnings season moves towards its conclusion this week, over
80% of names in the S&P 500 have now announced their quarterly
results. Later today we will get results from McDonald's, followed by
Adidas, DCC, Continental AG, Siemens, Walt Disney, Cisco, and Engie
later in the week.
In terms of economic data, Monday and Tuesday are set to be
relatively quiet as markets settle down and the relief rally ensues for
equities. In the early hours of Wednesday morning we will see the
only central bank rate decision of the week, coming from the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand who are expected to leave rates unchanged at
0.25%. Markets in the US will remain shut on Wednesday for the
'Veterans Day' bank holiday. On Thursday morning we see the UK's
quarterly GDP result, which will be followed that afternoon by CPI
inflation figures from the US and key central bank speakers from
around the world meet at the ECB Forum on Central Banking, via
satellite. The week will be rounded off on Friday with Consumer
Sentiment results from the US and a speech from Bank of England
Governor Bailey.

The Week Ahead

Rents in Ireland
According to property website Daft.ie, average listed rent in Ireland
increased by 1.2% during Q3 of this year, nearly fully offsetting the
1.4% drop seen during the second quarter. Average monthly rent for
the nation came in at €1,419. Rents in Dublin however lagged
somewhat, rising by just 0.2% on a quarterly basis, and remaining
0.8% lower than that of the same quarter in 2019. In contrast, rents
outside of Dublin jumped by 2.9% last quarter and are now 3.3%
higher than a year ago.
"In Dublin, supply has increased this year, largely due to the impact
of Covid-19, and rents are down slightly. Elsewhere in the country,
rental shortages continue to worsen and rents continue to rise to all-
time highs" said Ronan Lyons, author of today's Daft.ie report.
"Even in Dublin, availability remains below 2006-2007 levels, a time of
rental shortages, and at roughly on third the level of availability seen
a decade ago" he added, "This underscores the importance of
significant amounts of additional new rental supply - and not just in
Dublin in solving an issue that was central in the minds of voters this
year".


